UV Lamp Suppliers
LightSources and our strategic partner,
LightTech, are the top UV lamp suppliers in the
world and offer OEMs a wide range of high-quality
standard and customized germicidal UVC lamps.
Our products are specifically developed to
provide unique, proprietary solutions for
germicidal applications such as sewage treatment, purification of municipal and
domestic drinking water, food processing and protection (irradiation), water
reclamation, HVAC air sterilization, and odor control. Furthermore, clients benefit
from our over three decades of experience designing and manufacturing a variety of UV
lighting technologies for some of the largest corporations in the world.

Leading UV Lamp Suppliers – Flexibility and Fast
Turnaround
As global UV lamp suppliers, we bring our comprehensive services and extensive
resources to each of our clients. By utilizing our services, OEMs can set themselves
apart from their competitors by offering their own proprietary products and private
brands, thus ensuring them of a large/profitable aftermarket re-lamp annuity.
With unmatched flexibility, we can handle small runs of just a few lamps to huge runs
for mass-market applications. And when we say fast turnaround time, we mean it. We
have the modern, up-to-date facilities to cost-efficiently provide OEMs of any size
the UV germicidal lamps they need.
In addition OEMs benefit from our extensive in-house engineering resources that
provide the expertise to assist in developing the right custom specialty lamp for
their applications. A lamp can be completely customized including the length and
diameter, power, fitting sockets, and ceramic bases. Our team works with clients from
the initial stages of a prototype right through to finished product.
We take pride in offering clients the highest quality services and work to build
strong, strategic partnerships along the way. Contact us to learn how we can help
with your specialty lighting needs.
LightSources and our affiliated companies represent the leading high-tech designers
and manufacturers in the lamp industry. Our products are used globally in a multitude
of applications and industries such as our UV germicidal lamps that offer patentprotected, OEM-oriented solutions. Learn more about the flexibility and quick
turnaround times from the world’s leading UV lamp suppliers.

